OUT  OF JOINT
The Labour Party, since its leaders, in another of those bluff-
crises, went over to The Old Firm, has been in ^an inextricable
tangle and cannot rally the public opinion of England to that effort
which would have compelled governments to change these methods.
The only other force which could have achieved this was The
Times, with the great power that it wields. As one of its corre-
spondents abroad I felt for long that it was a disaster for England
that The Times did not make a strong stand against this policy.
Europe to-day would offer quite a different spectacle if it had.
In the years before Hitler came to power The Times, as you will
find if you look through its files, published a steady stream of
articles, in the right-hand column of its leader page, from its
correspondents in the, main Continental capitals. These articles
were regarded in all countries as the best and most authoritative
accounts of what was happening and forecasts of what would
happen that were to be found anywhere. They were always
accurate and politicians everywhere used to read them for
guidance.
In recent years the number of these articles from its own cor-
respondents in the main European capitals which The Times
publishes in that 'turnover' column has steadily diminished, until
nowadays they are relatively rare. But in the correspondence
columns of The Times masses of letters about foreign policy are
published from all softs of people — bishops, professors, retired
ambassadors, peers, and so on.
The bulk of these people are not experts on foreign affairs, and
some .of those letters, read in retrospect, give a comic picture of
their qualifications to express an opinion or advocate a policy.
In the famous 'turnover* column the place of the article con-
tributed by the newspaper's own correspondent is now increasingly
taken by articles from a variety of authors whose views seem to be
presented as authoritative, but whose qualifications are open to
many questions. Probably very few newspaper readers realize the
difference between the article written by the man who knows the
country thoroughly and the other kind — but it is a very big and
important difference.
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